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Silly Debate Topics:













Would you rather be a pirate or a ninja?
Is cereal soup? Why or why not?
Is a hotdog a sandwich? Why or why not?
Orange juice, pulp or no pulp?
Is pizza better in a square or a triangle shape?
Oatmeal chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookies?
Egg nog or hot chocolate?
Would you rather have pizza every day of your life of never again?
Super strength or super speed?
At what point does a cucumber become a pickle?
Would you rather buy a house on the beach or the lake?
Would you rather only see the sunrise or sunset every day for the rest of your life?

Group Chat Conversation Starters:











What’s invisible but you wish people could see?
If animals could talk, which would be the funniest? What animal would be the rudest?
What mythical creature would improve the world most if it existed?
What is your dream job? Anything in the world…
Name a candy that starts with the 1st letter of your 1st name
Drop an emoji that describes your Friday night
Tell me what you just did and add “like a boss”
You can only pick one thing to do this summer. What would it be?
If you had to be trapped in a tv show for a month, which show would you choose?
If you could only eat one food for the rest of your life, what would it be?

T hreads:










Name a food using the last letter of the one before. Let’s see how long we can keep this
going!
Storytime! Using only 2 words keep the story going in the thread
Say a line from a movie and see who can guess it!
You are stuck in an elevator with a famous person. Who would you pick to be stuck with? What
would you talk to them about?
Show us your very first social media pic!
Use emoji’s to tell us your favorite flavor of chips. And we’ll try to guess it in the replies.
Describe your favorite TV show using emojis only. And we’ll try to guess it in the replies
If the all the provinces in Canada were represented by food, what food would each
province be represented by?
Have everyone in the chapter share their favorite emoji

